Anti-Racism Resources
In this section:

- Resources for engaging in anti-racism work and practicing solidarity [1]
- Resources for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) to engage in self-care [2]
- Videos and webinars addressing racism [3]

These resources were provided by the UCSF Office of Diversity and Outreach and contributions from Elena Fromer.

This section offers resources for engaging in anti-racism work, practicing solidarity, and self care for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC). These resources are largely provided by the UCSF Office for Diversity and Outreach, as well as additional resources for health care providers. The COVID-19 pandemic uprooted our lives and exposed the heavy impact on minority communities. On top of this we have the compounded trauma from individual and institutional racism in the U.S. This is a time for everyone, regardless of social, racial, and ethnic identity, to become aware of the systemic racism in our institutions and society, and do our part to remedy it. Here we provide resources to support your well-being, bolster you when you are targeted and discriminated against, and stand as active allies and partners during this challenging time.

For health care providers:

- Dismantling Racism: Building Anti-Racist Psychiatrists [5]: The New York County Psychiatric Society has provided various resources such as books, articles, and films.
- Equity Toolkits for Oversight Departments and Patient Experience Departments [6]: The UCSF School of Medicine has created these toolkits to institutionalize equity in patient care among oversight departments (systems improvement, quality management, and patient safety) and patient experience departments.
- Training modules for clinicians:
  - Allyship Training with Best Advocacy Movement (BAM) [7]: This training is about helping you grow and expand your multicultural understanding. You will learn about diversity and how to be an active advocate and leader for social change.
  - Unconscious Bias [8]: Although this training is popular, there is no evidence that it actually changes behavior, and in fact some studies show it does not. It is interesting and a small step toward awareness. If you are interested, the UCSF Office of Diversity provides training on reducing implicit bias in clinical settings.
- American Psychological Association Series: Ethnicity and Health in America [9]
- Learn and teach about structural competency [10] to combat inequalities in healthcare
Resources for engaging in anti-racism work and practicing solidarity

- Affirming Black Lives [11]: Teaching Tolerance provides free resources to educators? teachers, administrators, counselors and other practitioners? who work with children from kindergarten through high school.
- Centering Black Community Needs: A Resource for Faculty and Staff [12]: Created by Stanford Biosciences for faculty and staff to engage in difficult conversations and better support students, postdocs, and research staff
- If You See Something, Do Something Instead of Calling the Cops [13]
- Justice in June [14]: Compiled by Autumn Gupta with Bryanna Wallace's oversight for the purpose of providing a starting place for individuals trying to become better allies.
- Letters for Black Lives in Multiple Languages [15]: Letters for Black Lives is a set of crowdsourced, multilingual, and culturally-aware resources aimed at creating a space for open and honest conversations about racial justice, police violence, and anti-Blackness in families and communities.
- Overcoming Racism: Breaking the Cycle of Oppression [16]: With a primary focus on education, Overcoming Racism equips educators with the tools to build culturally responsive schools and classrooms, that promote the development of the next generation of anti-racist agents of change.
- Resources for Engaging in Anti-Racism Work [17]: Resources such as books, articles, TV shows, movies, and related organizations.
- "We Are Living in a Racist Pandemic" [18] by Sandra L. Shullman
- "Your Black Colleagues May Look Like They're Okay ? Chances Are They're Not" [19] by Danielle Cadet
- Anti-Racism Primer and Toolkit [20]: Devised to assist educators in the development and cultivation of deeper and personal competencies in addressing and discussing health disparities, social justice, bias, and racism.
- Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Champion Training for Faculty [21]: Designed to reduce microaggressions experienced by learners and improve the learning environment
- "Why 'I'm Not Racist' is Only Half the Story" [22] by Robin DiAngelo
- "Racism?s Psychological Toll" [23] by Jenna Wortham
- "The Intersectionality Wars" [24] by Jane Coaston
- "Who Gets to Be Afraid in America?" [25] by Ibram X. Kendi
- Scaffolded Anti-Racist Resources [26]

Readings for White Allies

- How You Can Be a Better Coworker or Manager to Your Black Colleagues Now [27]
- 75 Things White People Can Do for Racial Justice [28]
- 5 Ways to Show Up for Racial Justice Today [29]
- White Americans, Your Lack of Imagination is Killing Us [30]
- The Death of George Floyd, in Context [31]
- Beyond the Hashtag: How to Take Anti-Racist Action in Your Life [32]
- How to Help Demand Justice for George Floyd [33]
- Psych Hub Race, Racism, and Mental Health Resources [34]
- Statement from the Black Psychiatrists of America [35]
- Opportunities for White People in the Fight for Racial Justice [36]
- 100 Ways White People Can Make Life Less Frustrating For People of Color [37]
Books

- "How To Be An Antiracist" [38] by Ibram X Kendi
- "So You Want To Talk About Race" [39] by Ijeoma Oluo
- "White Fragility: Why It's So Hard for White People to Talk About Racism" [40] by Robin DeAngelo (and an accompanying video [41])
- "Biased: Uncovering the Hidden Prejudice That Shapes What We See, Think, and Do" [42] by Jennifer L. Eberhardt
- "Race Talk and the Conspiracy of Silence: Understanding and Facilitating Difficult Dialogues on Race" [43] by Derald Wing Sue
- "The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness" [44] by Michelle Alexander

Films, movies, and TV series

- 13th [45] (Ava DuVernay) on Netflix
- The Black Panthers: Vanguard of the Revolution [46] on PBS (free)
- Just Mercy [47] (Destin Daniel Cretton) on YouTube
- The Hate U Give Us [48] (George Tillman Jr.) on Google Play
- When They See Us [49] (Ava Du Vernay) on Netflix
- View a more expansive list of films, movies, and television series. [50]

Follow Black voices and sites

- Rachel Cargle [51]
- Grassroots Law [52]
- Madame Noir [53]
- The Root [54]
- Black Lives Matter [55]
- Layla Saad [56]
- The Conscious Kid [57]
- Luvvie Ajayi [58]
- The Grio [59]

Anti-racism tips for kids

- Seek out a diverse group of friends for your kids.
- Seek out a diverse group of friends for you.
- Practice real friendship and intimacy by listening when People Of Color talk about their experiences and their perspectives.
- If you have a close relationship with a young person of color, make sure he/she knows how much you love them.

Anti-racism resources for kids

- Anti-Racism Resources for White People [60]: This has links to great resources to talk to
kids about racism.

- PBS: Talking to Young Children About Race and Racism [61]
- Children’s Alliance: Talking About Racism and Bias: Resources for Parents and Caregivers [62]
- New York Times: Talking to Kids About Racism [63]
- Bounceback Parenting: 60+ Resources for Talking to Kids About Racism [64]

Resources for Black, Indigenous, and People of Color (BIPOC) to engage in self-care

- Self-Care for People of Color After Psychological Trauma [65]
- Self-Care Tips for Black People Who Are Struggling With This Very Painful Week [66]
- Surviving and Resisting Hate: A Toolkit for People of Color [67]
- Proactively Coping With Racism [68]

Videos and webinars addressing racism

- How to Be a White Ally [69]
- SFDPH Behavioral Health Services training: Unlearning Racism: Supporting Wellness for People of African Ancestry [70]
- UCSF Town Hall: United for Justice and Equality [71]
- UCSF Anti-Racism Town Hall: Focus on Learners [72]
- UCSF Dept. of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences Town Hall: Uniting for Change: Addressing Institutional Racism [73]
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